
Abstract. We describe the recently discovered phenomenon of
the formation of an extended luminous structure at the bend of
the channel of a high-voltage pulse discharge. It is called the
apokamp (from the Greek words ap�oÐ `from' and j�alpgÐ
`bend'), and the discharge as a whole is referred to as apokam-
pic. In the course of experimental and theoretical studies, it is
shown that the apokamp is a narrow streamer channel that
propagates at a characteristic speed of tens to hundreds of
km/s, depending on the applied voltage, pressure, and gas
type. The necessary conditions for apokamp formation are
established. The apokamp discharge is used for laboratory
studies of conditions for the formation of blue jets and red
spritesÐ large-scale transient luminous events (transients) ob-
served in Earth's atmosphere above areas with thunderstorm
activity. The revealed signs of similarity between apokamps and
blue jets are described. The proposed experimental setup can
also be used for meaningful testing of hypotheses about the

conditions of formation of transients in Earth's atmosphere
and in the atmospheres of other planets.

Keywords: apokamp, apokamp discharge, blue jets, red
sprites, middle atmosphere of Earth, transient luminous
events

1. Introduction

Transient luminous events (TLEs) [1] are various large-scale
luminous structures observed under the conditions of high
electrical activity characteristic of thunderstorms, gales and
hurricanes in Earth's middle and upper atmosphere [1±8].
TLEs arise due to various natural discharges. Studies of TLEs
are focused in three directions: 1) observations from the
surface of Earth [9], aircraft [10, 11], and spacecraft [7, 12,
13]; 2) experiments with laboratory discharges [14, 15];
3) theoretical modeling [16]. These areas complement each
other, e.g., the results of laboratory modeling can be
compared with those of field observations, which, in turn,
allows specifying the boundary conditions of a certain
theoretical model.

In 2016 at the Institute of High Current Electronics of the
Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences, a new
discharge phenomenon was discovered, namely, the forma-
tion of an extended luminous structure at a bend of a pulsed
high-voltage discharge in air at atmospheric pressure. Since
the structure appeared at the bend of the pulse-periodic
discharge channel, it was called apokamp (from the Greek
ap�oÐ `from' and k�ampZÐ`bend') [17, 18], and the discharge
itself was referred to as apokampic.

The goal of the present paper is to describe the properties
of apokampic discharge and to demonstrate the possibility of
using it for laboratorymodeling of blue jets, blue starters, and
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red sprites, clarifying their physical origin and conditions of
formation.

Section 2 presents a brief review of the history of TLE
observations and experimental and theoretical approaches to
their description and investigation. In Section 3, we consider
the characteristics of an apokampic discharge and discuss the
applicability of our results to revealing the conditions and
mechanisms of TLEs in the middle atmosphere, namely, blue
jets, blues starters, and red sprites. We describe theoretical
methods and approaches used to model the apokampic
discharge under laboratory conditions and discuss the results
ofmodeling that shed light on the physical mechanisms of this
new phenomenon.

2. Transient luminous events
in Earth's middle atmosphere

2.1 History of observations and properties
of transient luminous events
On the night of July 5±6, 1989, the American J R Winckler
recorded an unusual luminous phenomenon that arose at the
top of a thundercloud. The image in a shot obtained with an
exposure of 30 ms ``resembled two jets or fountains and was
probably caused by two localized electric charge concentra-
tions at the cloud tops'' [19]. Apparently, it was the first time
such an event was recorded with a video camera.

Previously, only the oral testimony of eyewitnesses was
known. So, back in November 1885, near the island of
Jamaica, MacKenzie observed how all around the upper
edges of thunderclouds ``brilliant flashes of light were
incessantly bursting forth, sometimes tinged with prismatic
hues, while intermittently would shoot vertically upwards
continuous darts of light displaying prismatic colors in which
the complementary tints, crimson and green, orange and blue,
predominated. Sometimes these darts of light were projected
but a short distance above the cloud-bank, but at others they
ascended to a considerable altitude, resembling rockets more
than lightning'' [20]. In 1903, I D Everett reported an
observation of narrow luminous `rockets' with an angular
aperture of about 15�, outgoing from the upper part of a
cloudat a huge speedwith intervals of threeminutes or less [21].
Later, other eyewitness accounts were published [22, 23].

In the 1920s, C T R Wilson predicted the possibility of
light emission above clouds: ``A thundercloud is an electric
generator in which the separation of positive and negative
charges occurs at a rate corresponding to a current whichmay
amount to some amperes; the potential difference between its
poles may reach values of the order of a million kilovolts...
The electric field of the cloud may cause ionization at great
heights, the result being continuous or discontinuous dis-
charge between the cloud and the upper atmosphere... By its
accelerating action on particles the electric field of a
thundercloud may produce extremely penetrating corpuscu-
lar radiation'' [24].

The abovementioned paper by J RWinckler [19] initiated
aNASA investigation, in the course of which 15 new pieces of
evidence were received from airplane pilots who observed ``a
rare form of lightning'' forming at a thundercloud top and
developing vertically upwards [25]. With time, it became clear
that to obtain quantitative data on ``high-altitude lightning,''
to classify it, and to reveal its statistically reliable properties, it
is necessary to perform long-term series of observations using
up-to-date photo and video recording. This became the

starting point for the first field studies aimed at recording and
mapping manifestations of the phenomenon in the atmo-
sphere, which began to be performed by the research teams of
D D Sentman and V A Lyons [10, 11, 26±28].

The phenomenon appeared to be not as rare as was
thought before. For example, during a storm on July 7,
1993, the number of luminous events recorded during
410 min amounted to 248 [26]. These events, with a duration
of 33 to 283 ms, were not visible to the naked eye adapted to
darkness. Moreover, it became clear that they differ in shape,
brightness, and dimensions. Around the same time, all
observed luminous structures in Earth's upper atmosphere
got a common name: `transient luminous events (TLEs)',
while the terms `lightning' and `rocket lightning' were deemed
unsuccessful.

With the accumulation of new observations, TLEs were
classified with respect to the glow character, color, typical
starting altitude, direction of propagation, and range of
altitudes where they manifest themselves. Today, TLEs of
the middle atmosphere include blue jets, blue starters or
simply starters, and red sprites [8].

Blue jets are `fountains' of blue and/or dark blue glow,
gushing from the top of a thundercloud. They arise at middle
starting altitudes of 16±18 km, reach altitudes of 40±45 km,
and have a vertical propagation velocity of 100±150 km sÿ1

and a lifetime of 60±400 ms [4, 8, 10, 29]. A blue jet has a
conical shape with an angular aperture varying from 6� to 30�

and consists of two visually different parts: the bright `white'
part adjacent to the cloud surface and the relatively less
intense blue colored part developing as a continuation of the
bright one. The predominance of the blue color is due to
transitions of the second positive system of nitrogen (2P N2).
The red component of the first positive system of nitrogen
(1P N2), which commonly accompanies the 2P N2 band, has
not been revealed in the spectra, which is due to its strong
quenching at altitudes relevant to the phenomenon [30].

Starters are much like blue jets, e.g., they have close
starting altitudes, but their terminal altitude is considerably
lower, from 18 to 26 km [30, 31]. Both phenomena develop
only above active thunderclouds (most frequently those with
hail). It is noticed that the development of a starter or a jet
substantially reduces the frequency of lightning discharges in
the cloud for some time. The propagation velocities of starters
are from 27 to 153 km sÿ1. The recording of optical
parameters has revealed one more specific feature of blue
starters, namely, the first negative system of nitrogen ions
(1N N�2 ) was found in the emission spectrum [32]. Based on
these measurements, it was concluded that blue starters are
partially ionized.

Sprites (an abbreviation of Stratospheric/mesospheric
Perturbations Resulting from Intense Thunderstorm Electri-
fication) are the most widespread transient luminous events
of the middle atmosphere [33±36]. They are formed in two
stages. At the first stage, after high-power positive cloud-
surface discharges, blurred red spots (the so-called sprite
halo [36]) with a mean diameter of 100 km appear above the
clouds at an altitude of about 66±74 km. At the second stage,
sprites are emitted from the halo upwards and/or down-
wards. If a single luminous column is directed downwards,
the phenomenon is called a C-sprite, short for columniform
sprite. Most frequently, not one but multiple sprites, referred
to as tendrils, move downwards, having different sizes and
intensities. These manifolds of sprites with diffuse tops and
bottom tendrils reaching altitudes of 30±40 km are referred
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to as `angels' or `atomic bombs' (due to their visual
resemblance to a cloud from an atomic explosion). Each
tendril is like a streamer developing in the head part of a
common lightning leader, but differs from a lightning
streamer in dimensions (diameter and length), which are a
few thousand times larger. The total duration of glow from a
halo and sprites is 7±10 ms.

The upper parts of sprites and the halo have a red color
(1N N2). As the altitude decreases, each tendril changes color
to light violet, corresponding to the system (2P N2) and the
first negative system of the nitrogen ion (1N N�2 ) [37, 38].

Sometimes, sprite tendrils develop from a halo upwards to
the ionosphere, and have a red color only. Such red sprites
developing both upwards and downwards from the halo are
figuratively called `carrot' sprites.

Yet one more type of TLE is so-called gigantic jets,
structures that develop from the upper boundary of thunder-
clouds to the ionosphere [5, 6, 8, 28]. Conventionally, it is
possible to distinguish several stages of their development. At
the first stage, the cloud emits one or several `stems' with
velocities up to 100 km sÿ1. At this stage, a gigantic jet is like a
blue jet. Then, at altitudes more than 30 km, the brightness of
the stem increases, as does the velocity of its propagation (up
to 500 km sÿ1). At the next stage, at altitudes of 40±50 km, the
top of the stem branches into a few channels and the
branching continues. The total glow of the channels can be
as wide as 40 km, the propagation velocity exceeding
1000 km sÿ1, which is comparable to propagation velocities
of stepped leaders of common lightning. At this stage, at
altitudes of 60±70 km, diffuse luminous spots are formed
above the channels and the gigantic jet combines the features
of a blue jet (lower part) and sprites (upper part) with a
difference in the glow characteristic of these phenomena. At
the last stage, first, the diffuse glow fades and then the lower
lying channels fade as well.

Today, the arsenal of methods and tools for observing
TLEs is very extensive. Using them, the accumulation of data
on characteristic dimensions and spectral composition of
TLEs, as well as on electrophysical and chemical parameters
of the atmosphere during thunderstorm activity, continues.
Observations are still the only means of getting reliable
statistical data on TLEs with their scale and stochasticity of
manifestation taken into account.

Observations from the surface of Earth allowed determin-
ing important physical characteristics of TLEs: theirmorphol-
ogy, the velocity of the regions that glow in the visible range of
the spectrum, and characteristic times of TLE launching after
discharges of linear lightning. Aircraft observations using
special optical objectives revealed a complex spatial structure
of the sprite glow (single tendrils and so-called fractal
structures of branching tendrils [39]).

Satellite observations [2, 12, 13, 40, 41] have allowed
obtaining data on the dynamics of TLEs in the vertical
direction, especially at high altitudes, and establishing the
occurrence frequency of luminous events in the middle and
upper atmosphere. The use ofmodern calibrated photoelectric
multipliers and photometers in surface-based and satellite-
based systems has allowed estimating the absolute values of
the radiation intensity from TLEs in the middle and upper
atmosphere. Fast video cameras made it possible to estimate
the velocities of sprite development (� 106ÿ107 m sÿ1). The
observations [42] allowed establishing a relation close to
linear between the observed velocity values and diameters of
sprites; using the method proposed in [43], the magnitude of

reduced electric field E=N in the sprite heads at an altitude
of 65±70 km was evaluated. The obtained estimate of 400±
600 Td ��4ÿ 6� � 10ÿ15 V cm2� is close to the known
experimental and calculated magnitudes of the reduced field
in heads of laboratory streamers.

An example of blue jets recorded from space is presented
in Fig. 1.

2.2 Experimental modeling of transient luminous events
in Earth's middle atmosphere
In a number of papers, TLEs were studied under laboratory
conditions. These studies are important, as they complement
field observations. For example, the red sprite emission
spectra obtained from space usually have relatively low
spectral, spatial, and temporal resolution. Moreover, all
optical signals are registered with a low signal-to-noise ratio,
so that their use in an extended analysis capable of providing
an estimation of important parameters (E=N, electron
temperature, distribution of excited particles) is greatly
limited. The stochastic character of TLEs and large distances
at which the optical signals are accumulated also impede the
determination of the spectral composition. Therefore, studies
are relevant in which the assessment and prediction of the
properties of atmospheric phenomena is carried out using
laboratory gas discharges.

A direct current glow discharge in a cylindrical tube with
air, ignited under conditions of temperature, pressure, and
polarity close to those needed for the existence of a sprite,
gives a red glow in the positive column of the discharge. This
glow corresponds to the 1P N2 system and has no spectral
signs of nitrogen. Near the cathode, a blue glow (so-called
negative glow) of the first positive system of a nitrogen ion
(1P N�2 ) is observed. Such a glow, identified for the first time
in the lower part of downward sprite tendrils by R A Arm-
strong et al., is observed at the initial stages of sprite
formation [44]. These facts served as the basis for experi-
ments by E RWilliams with a glow discharge in a tube 61 cm
in diameter and 1.8 m high under a pressure of 40±70 mTorr
(0.5±0.9 Pa), corresponding to characteristic altitudes of
sprite appearance above sea level (65±70 km). In addition to
the likeness of emission spectra mentioned above, it was
shown that the experimental estimation of electric conductiv-
ity of the positive column in a glow discharge is in reasonable
agreement with theoretical estimates of the conductivity of
sprites [45, 46].

10 km

1 2

5 6 7 8

3 4

Figure 1. (Color online.) Pulsating blue jets observed from the Interna-

tional Space Station with the mean rate of 0.65 flashes per second. The

initial altitude is about 18 km; the maximum final altitude is about 40 km.

The first frame shows that, before the appearance of blue jets, discharges

occur inside the thunderclouds (data from [7]).
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In another paper [47], under laboratory conditions, the
spectral distribution of molecular rotational states 1P
N2�B3Pg� was registered and compared with the distribution
obtained from sprite observations in nature [48]. For this
purpose, a low-pressure discharge in a hollow cylindrical
cathode was used. The discharge was maintained with a
direct current of 20±100 mA under voltages from 350 to
450 V. The axial registration of the optical signal allowed
increasing its intensity and thus improving the signal-to-noise
ratio. The obtained spectral distributions for the N2�B3Pg�
states were in good agreement with the values calculated for
sprite halos.

It is know that in a wide range of pressures the initial stage
of a pulse discharge, as a rule, is implemented in the form of a
streamer [49]. The most important characteristics of filamen-
tary streamers are their relatively high propagation velocity
(exceeding the electron drift velocity), small radius of the
streamer channel, and increased mean velocity and density of
free electrons in the streamer head (compared to those in the
streamer channel). All these properties make the observations
of streamers very difficult.

On the other hand, the streamer propagation velocity, the
electric field in the streamer head, and the head diameter are
closely related parameters, so that if any two of them are
known, then the third one can be evaluated [43]. Estimates of
the electric field performed in this way, in turn, allow
constructing kinetic models of the processes that occur in a
streamer.

Therefore, a separate line of experimental studies is
related to methods of registration of spatiotemporal para-
meters of streamers, including situations close to the condi-
tions of the appearance of blue jets and red sprites. To solve
this problem, black-and-white and colored high-speed cam-
eras based on charge-coupled device (CCD)matrices began to
be used. In a number of cases, a nanosecond and sub-
nanosecond precision of the camera locking on the discharge
current or voltage with the delay times necessary in accor-
dance with the conditions of the experiment was achieved
[50, 51]. In experiments with the laboratory counterparts of
TLEs under pressures below 15 Torr (e.g., in studies of pulsed
high-voltage streamers in an amplitude-modulated barrier
AC discharge), high-speed photoelectric multipliers are also
used, and the image is recorded through a set of bandpass
filters, which is sufficient to register the radiation from a
streamer [51].

In 2005, the spatiotemporal parameters of a streamer
discharge were studied under different pressures in so-called
synthetic air (a 4:1 mixture of pure nitrogen and oxygen) [52].
The discharge was obtained in the point-plane geometry with
the interelectrode gap d � 30 mm. The anode (point) was a
steel needle 10 mm long with a diameter of 0.8 mm and a tip
curvature radius of about 0.04 mm. High-voltage pulses of
negative polarity with an amplitude of 12 kV, repetition rate
of 0.5±10Hz, and rise time of 8 ns were applied to the cathode.
An applied pulse caused the emission of a streamer from the
anode needle towards the cathode. The streamer morpholo-
gical parameters were registered in the range of wavelengths
l � 340ÿ700 nm with a minimum exposure of 100 ps. The
frame recording was locked to the discharge current. This
allowed evaluation of the velocities at which the streamer
head moves in different regimes of discharge ignition. It
turned out that when the pressure is reduced from 760 to
350 Torr, the streamer propagation velocity substantially
increases from 4�107 to 1:5�108 cm sÿ1, which agrees with

the results of numerical simulations of the studied discharge
in the 2D hydrodynamic approximation. Numerical compu-
tations with the experimental conditions taken into account
have shown that under a pressure decreasing within the above
interval the concentration of electrons decreases by an order
of magnitude, and the formation of chemical compounds
decreases proportionally to 1=p2, where p is the pressure of the
mixture.

Although the above results were obtained under pressures
exceeding by three times or more the characteristic pressures,
at which blue jets are formed in the atmosphere, they are of
interest for middle-atmosphere TLE physics, since they
predict tendencies. Namely, the pressure reduction nonli-
nearly increases the diameter of the `jet' and the current
amplitude value. Therefore, laboratory experiments at
pressures even lower than in [52] are necessary.

The authors of [53] investigated the discharge initiated by
a beam of runaway electrons. Voltage pulses with an
amplitude of � 250 kV from a generator were applied to a
tubular potential electrode with a small curvature radius
through a short transmitting line. The electrode was made of
stainless steel foil 100 mm thick, rolled into a tube 6 mm in
diameter. The grounded planar electrode was placed at a
distance of 13mm from the end face of the potential electrode.
The voltage pulse duration at half-maximum amounted to
� 2 ns, and the rise time of the voltage pulse was 0.5 ns. The
electrodes were placed in a chamber with air or nitrogen at a
pressure from 100 Torr to 1 atm.

In particular, it was shown that typical bands of nitrogen
(2P and 1PN2, 1NN�2 ) are observed only at the beginning of
a discharge (� 10 ns) before its contraction, and then the
main contribution to the radiation spectrum is made by
thermal radiation of the spark channel. This means that the
formation of TLEs in the middle atmosphere requires
maintaining a high level of reduced field strength (E=p)
during a considerable time of 10ÿ3ÿ10ÿ2 s. In addition, at
the stage of discharge formation with negative polarity of the
electrode having a small curvature radius, runaway electrons
with the current pulse duration t � 10ÿ11ÿ10ÿ10 s are
generated in laboratory discharges with centimeter
gaps [54]. For field strengths above the critical value, the
electron beam is formed at the point electrode and at the
streamer front. The generation of runaway electrons with
subsequent deceleration is accompanied by X-ray radiation,
which was registered in a corona discharge both under high
voltage at atmospheric air pressure [54, 55] and under low
voltages and pressures [56].

Streamers are also known to be generated under the
positive polarity of the point electrode [43, 49]. Under these
conditions, the preionization of the region before the head
of a cathode-directed streamer can be implemented by soft
X-ray radiation (characteristic and bremsstrahlung) that
arises due to the deceleration of fast electrons in air [57].

Apparently, the first attempt at laboratory modeling of
sprites using streamer discharges in a gas medium with
pressure gradient was made in Ref. [58]. The aim of the
experiments was to obtain data to verify the numerical and
analytical models of red sprites (streamers) in the atmosphere
with a density gradient. For this purpose, the discharge was
ignited in the point-plane geometry with an interelectrode gap
d � 30 mm (Fig. 2). Voltage pulses with an amplitude of
5.2 kV, rise time of 50 ns, and duration of 500 ms were applied
to the point electrode with a curvature radius of about 40 mm.
The system operated in open air. A subsonic jet of air heated
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to 500 �C was pumped into the interelectrode gap. The jet
velocity was � 10 m sÿ1, and its diameter at the nozzle exit
was equal to 25 mm. The mixing with surrounding air led to
the formation of a temperature profile along the entire jet.
Keeping in mind that the air pressure is constant, it was
possible to calculate the air density profile from the known
temperature profile. The discharge obtained under these
conditions was recorded using a high-speed Andor iStar
ICCD (Intensified Charge-Coupled Device) camera.

In still air, the discharge had the shape of a coronal
structure of streamers, developing uniformly in all direc-
tions. With the heat gun switched on, the streamers became
much longer and oriented along the air density gradient. The
diameter of individual streamers decreased in the course of
propagation towards higher gas density. In the opinion of the
paper's authors, such streamers undergo branching, resem-
bling the streamer branching in natural red sprites in the
range of altitudes from 30±50 to 85 km.

This conclusion is doubtful, since the discharge was
ignited under conditions quite far from those of natural
sprite formation. For more precise laboratory simulation of
sprites and blue jets, it is necessary to use gas media of lower
pressure, and the electrodes should be arranged to avoid
distortions of the discharge formation process by ground
leakage currents under the given conditions.

The authors of [59] tried to satisfy these conditions. The
setup developed in [59] consists of ametallic vacuum chamber
2 m long and 1.6 m in diameter, equipped with systems of
evacuation and pulsed gas supply. The experiments were
carried out in air at pressures of 0.1 Torr and higher.
Electrodes in the point-plane geometry were coaxially
mounted in the chamber. The point-end electrode 1.2 cm in
diameter was made of stainless steel; the planar electrode
40 cm in diameter was made of duralumin. Both electrodes
were placed at a maximal distance from the chamber walls.
The point-end electrode could be moved along the chamber
axis. Under a pulsed air supply, a pressure profile was formed
in the chamber. At the moment of time corresponding to the
chosen pressure profile, a synchronized pulse of high voltage
(providing accumulation and commutation of energy up to
60 J) was applied to the electrodes and the discharge
developed. The mode of air breakdown in the laboratory
setup was close to that realized in Earth's atmosphere in the
dimensional parameter of similarity, the reduced field
E=N � 150ÿ600 Td, corresponding to the data of field
measurements for sprites [60].

It was shown that the structure of the streamer discharges
created in a meter gap with a 2±5-fold pressure drop includes a

diffuse glow in the region of decreased pressure and a filament-
like structure in the regionof increased pressure [59]. Itwas also
noted that, under natural conditions, themean atmosphere has
a higher conductivity than the gas medium in the laboratory
setup, and the conductivity increases with altitude. Therefore,
the initial breakdown conditions are not reproduced comple-
tely. In the future, the authors of [59] hope to modify the setup
so that the pressure drop in it will be 100-fold.

2.3 Theoretical models of transient luminous events
in the middle atmosphere
Approaches tomodeling red sprites and blue jets are based on
models developed earlier to describe laboratory streamer and
leader discharges. The main specific features of atmospheric
luminous events are the conditions of their initiation, as well
as greater spatial and temporal scales than those of labora-
tory discharges. Many streamer-sprite characteristics (corre-
sponding to concentrations of gas molecules N 3±5 orders of
magnitude smaller than the normal concentration N0 �
2:5� 1019 cmÿ3) can be associated with the characteristics
of streamers in a gas of normal density using the similarity
relations [61] confirmed by multiple calculations of streamers
at various air densities (see, e.g., [62]).

One of the key parameters determining the streamer
dynamics is the reduced field strength Eh=N in the streamer
head. This parameter and the related quantity Ne=N

2, Ne

being the concentration of electrons in the streamer channel,
relatively weakly depend on external conditions, whereas the
streamer velocityV and the productRN, proportional to it, of
the streamer radius R and concentration of molecules N can
vary by a few orders of magnitude.

The results of streamer calculations in a homogeneous gas
show that, depending on the external field and the initiation
conditions, the streamer velocity, its radius, and the para-
meters of plasma in the channel and head of a streamer can
vary in the process of its propagation. In particular, these
quantities considerably increase when the streamermoves in a
strong external field and, on the contrary, they decrease in
fields below a certain critical value [63, 64].

In contrast to laboratory streamers, spritesmove from less
dense to denser gas. In fields close to critical for the given gas
density, the velocity of sprite motion remains nearly constant,
the radius in accordance with the similarity relations
decreases proportionally to 1=N, and the concentration of
electrons in the channel increases as � N 2. In fields above or
below the critical magnitude, these relations are violated in
one direction or another. So, calculations of sprite propaga-
tion [65, 66] show that, depending on external conditions, the
concentration of electrons in the channel can increase with
decreasing altitude faster or more slowly than N 2.

The time tp of plasma decay in the streamer channel is an
important characteristic of streamers. In air, this time is
determined by the rate of attachment of electrons to oxygen
molecules and electron-ion recombination. Under the char-
acteristic conditions with normal air density, tp amounts to
� 10ÿ7 s, changing with density as �N=N0�ÿ2. At the altitudes
of sprite propagation with low gas density, the values of tp
exceed 10ÿ1 s. Therefore, the channel conductivity during the
time of sprite propagation in the atmosphere (� 10ÿ2 s)
changes little, and the streamer head is powered by the
current that flows along a channel providing sprite propaga-
tion through distances of a few ten kilometers.

Under the conditions of propagation of blue jets outgoing
from the atmosphere regions, where the gas density is

5

1

2

3

4 6

T rg

Figure 2. Setup for investigating streamer discharges in air with a pressure

gradient: 1 and 2Ðpoint and plane electrodes, 3Ðdischarge, 4Ðsource of

high-voltage pulses, 5Ðheat gun, 6Ðthermocouple; T, rg are the spatial
distributions of temperature and medium density (adapted from [58]).
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N � 10ÿ1N0, streamers lose conductivity during the time
� 10ÿ5 s, which is a few orders of magnitude smaller than
the time of blue jet propagation (� 10ÿ1 s) and cannot
propagate over large distances. Therefore, the initial concept
of a blue jet as a branching streamer was replaced with the
model of a blue jet as a leader with a streamer corona, which is
now generally accepted [16, 67, 68]. A specific feature of the
leader distinguishing it from a streamer is strong gas heating
in the channel, providing the maintenance of high plasma
conductivity at relatively low values of field strength in the
channel. In this way, the electric potential is transferred from
the region of leader initiation to its head, which allows the
leader to propagate over long distances. Multiple streamers
are emitted from the leader head region with a rate of up to
109 sÿ1 and move with velocities of � 107 cm sÿ1, while the
blue jet front propagates substantially more slowly, with a
velocity of � 106 cm sÿ1, determined by the velocity of the
leader head.

The size of the streamer corona in front of the leader head
increases with a decrease in the gas density. At high altitudes,
conditions may arise under which the streamer zone separates
from the leader head and propagates with great velocity to the
upper atmosphere [67, 68], forming a gigantic jet. The altitude
at which the transition from the leader (slow) phase of the
gigantic jet propagation to the streamer (fast) phase occurs
depends on the leader potential UL, determined by the
conditions of its initiation in a thundercloud. The estimates
in [68] show that at characteristic values of UL � 30±50 MV
this transition occurs at altitudes of 25±30 km, which agrees
with the observed phenomena.

Note that approaches to modeling leader discharges (both
laboratory leaders and blue jets) are developed much more
poorly than the approaches to modeling streamer discharges.
Among the problems not yet solved, we mention the descrip-
tion of processes that occur in the zone between the leader head
and the streamer corona (streamer-leader junction) [69, 70], as
well as the dynamics and structure of the streamer corona
taking into account the interaction of streamers [71]. In recent
years, much attention has been paid to computational
theoretical studies of the conditions for the initiation of
sprites, as well as blue jets and gigantic jets [72, 73].

3. Laboratory modeling of blue jets
and red sprites by means of apokampic discharge

Laboratory discharges (see Section 2.2) substantially differ
from those occurring in the atmosphere: there are no
electrodes in nature, but there are charged zones that serve
as sources for TLEs.Moreover, the high voltage supplies used
in laboratories can affect the characteristics of the generated
discharges. These features should be taken into account in
starting to develop laboratory analogs for TLEs. It is possible
to satisfy these requirements using an apokampic discharge.

3.1 Apokampic discharge phenomenon
Figure 3a shows an exterior view of an apokampic discharge
in air at atmospheric pressure. Such a discharge was first
obtained in the air at atmospheric pressure between electro-
des 1 and 2 made of stainless steel separated by a gap of 0.5±
1.2 mm [17, 18]. It can be seen that bright sprout 5 departs
from discharge channel 3 and, continuing it, transforms into
an extended, but less bright, plume 6 up to 7 cm high. The
structure including the sprout and the plume was called an
apokamp, asmentioned above, since it arises near the channel

bend. Visually, the channel and the sprout differ in color. The
sprout `breaking off' from the discharge channel is also
observed visually (Fig. 3b). For discharge generation, source 7
of high-voltage pulses (Fig. 3c) and step-up transformer 8
were used, which provided voltage pulses of positive polarity
with a repetition rate of 16 < f < 50 kHz, pulse duration
t � 1:5ÿ2:5 ms, and voltage amplitude up to 13 kV. Elec-
trode 1 was connected to the high-voltage output of the pulse
transformer and electrode 2 was capacitively coupled to
ground (C � 2 pF).

When voltage pulses with an amplitude of a few kV were
applied to the discharge gap, a pulsed corona discharge was
ignited on electrode 1. When the amplitude and/or repetition
rate of the voltage pulses increases, the region occupied by the
corona discharge enlarges and the gap between the electrodes
becomes closed by the plasma of pulse-periodic discharge 3
(Fig. 3a). With a further increase in voltage, an apokamp
abruptly arises at the bend location (in the case described, this
corresponds to the voltage amplitude Up � 9 kV) and its
length increases. At Up 5 10ÿ11 kV, the growth stops and a
few plasma jets appear instead of one and/or a single jet
increases in diameter or becomes multiple.

Depending on the excitation conditions, an apokamp can
have the shape of a single needle-like or conical plume 6±7 cm
long or be `fan-like', when its base is attached to the position
of the discharge channel bend and the direction of propaga-
tion continuously varies. If the discharge channel hasmultiple
bends, then, with a voltage increase at each of them, a few
unstable apokamps can be observed that are directed
differently, but always incept from the channel bends. The
channel bend can be natural or enforced [17, 18, 74]. It can be
obtained by placing the needle electrodes at an angle to each
other or by placing dielectric plates in the discharge gap,
forcing the discharge to skirt them. In this case, the shape of
the electrodes is of minor importance (Fig. 4).

Thus, the channel bend location is decisive for the appear-
ance anddevelopment of an apokamp.This is evidenced, e.g., by
an experiment in which the electrode system was inclined by
different angles up to 90�, which caused an appropriate change
in the direction of apokamp propagation. From this, it also
follows that the phenomenon cannot be explained by convective
processes.
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Figure 3. (Color online.) View of an apokampic discharge (a), a piece of its

central part,magnified 4.5 times (b), a diagramof the setup for its study (c).

1Ðhigh-voltage needle electrode of positive polarity, 2Ðneedle elec-

trode capacitively coupled to ground, 3Ðchannel of pulsed discharge

implemented at the repetition rate f � 50 kHz and the voltage pulse

amplitude Up � 11 kV, 4Ðhalo, 5Ðtendril, 6Ðplume, 7Ðhigh-vol-

tage pulse supply, 8Ðstep-up transformer. Interelectrode gap d � 8 mm,

frame height 3.8 cm in (a) and 1 cm in (b). Photo obtained with Canon

PowerShot SX 60 HS camera with an exposure of 1/8 s and ISO 1500 light

sensitivity.
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References [17, 18] experimentally revealed the electro-
physical conditions necessary for the formation of an
apokampic discharge.

(1) Voltage pulses of positive polarity are necessary.
When using a negative polarity, it is possible to obtain an
apokamp at high values of Up, but this is due to voltage
reversal in the circuit, when the polarity changes to positive.
In this case, apokamps have a length of a few millimeters and
arise unstably.

(2) If capacitor C (Fig. 3c) is replaced with a current-
limiting resistor (about 100 kO) and Up is increased, the
apokamp behaves extremely unstably, glows weakly, and has
a shorter length. The instability can be explained by the fact
that the pulsed power dissipated in the discharge gap
substantially decreases when using a resistive decoupling with
high resistance as compared to the case of using a capacitor,
and for low-resistance decoupling the gap voltage decreases.

(3) A substantial increase in the capacitance C causes a
transition from an apokamp to a pulsed arc: bright spots
appear at the electrodes, the halo size considerably increases,
and no apokamp is formed. Correspondingly, the plasma
spectrum has broad continua characteristic of arc discharges.
A similar metamorphosis occurs upon increasing the ampli-
tude of voltage Up at the high-voltage electrode.

(4) No apokamp is obtained if the capacitance C is
swapped to the left arm of the circuit (point A in Fig. 3c).
This means that for apokamp formation both electrodes 1
and 2must have a high potential relative to ground.

Based on these data, a conclusion was made that there is a
similarity between laboratory apokamps and blue jets
observed in Earth's atmosphere.

First, both phenomena show a striking resemblance
(compare, e.g., Fig. 3a and Fig. 1 or photographs presented
in Refs [4±7, 9, 11]). In spite of the difference in scale and air
pressure, both phenomena are characterized by the presence of
a bright tendril and a plume continuing it. The colors of these
parts are visually comparable. Moreover, for the origin of both
phenomena, it is necessary to create beforehand plasma
formations with excess positive charge relative to ground. At

the stage of thundercloud development, its upper part is an
electric dipole with a negative volumetric charge at the
bottom and positive at the top, which facilitates the initiation
and upward motion of a positive streamer [75]. These facts
became a basis for detailed studies [76±90], which will be
discussed below.

3.2 Similarity between apokampic discharge
and transient luminous events of the middle atmosphere
Initially, an apokamp was obtained and investigated in open
air under atmospheric pressure (see Section 3.1). Then the
apokamp morphological, temporal and spectral parameters
were determined under conditions corresponding to altitudes
at which blue jets, starters, and sprites are observed. Studies
were carried out in a cylindrical quartz bulb in the setup
shown in Fig. 5. In bulb 5, needle electrodes 2 and 3 made of
stainless steel were placed, making discharge gap d. The air
pressure in the bulb could be varied from 760 to 1 Torr in the
course of experiments. Voltage pulses from supply 1 were
applied to the electrodes. The parameters of the pulses
(amplitude and repetition rate) were variable in different
series of experiments. In the first experiments, voltage pulses
of positive polarity with the following parameters were used:
f4 50 kHz, t1=2 � 1:5 ms, Up 4 13 kV, rise time � 0:8 ms.

Using a voltage divider (only the point of its connection 6
is shown) and a current shuntR, control of the voltage (6) and
current (7) in the main discharge circuit was implemented.

The fast process of apokamp birth and development
was recorded using a four-channel HSFC-PRO (PRO AG)
10 ICCD camera with a minimum single-frame duration of
3 ns. Objective 12, which allowed observation of a field 17mm
high and 22 mm wide, formed an image at the input of the
camera.

To control camera synchronization and triggering, the
signal from a high-voltage probe 8 placed near a high-voltage
electrode was supplied to a generator of master pulses 9,

a b

Figure 4. (Color online.) Photographs of an apokamp under normal

conditions in the discharge gap between the needle and the plane (a) and

between the needle and porousmetal ceramics (b). In both cases, one of the

point electrodes is high-voltage and the other is under a floating potential.
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Figure 5. Block diagram of a setup for studying apokampic discharge

properties: 1Ðsupply of high-voltage pulses, 2, 3Ðneedle electrodes

2 mm in diameter with the apex angle 15� and nose radius 70 mm, 4Ð

ceramic plate 1 mm thick protruding above the electrodes at a distance

D � 3:75 mm, 5Ðquartz bulb with inner diameter 5.1 cm and height

121 cm, 6Ðsignal output to the voltage divider, 7Ðcurrent output signal

from the shunt R, 8Ðhigh-voltage probe, 9Ðtrigger generator, 10Ð

ICCD camera, 11Ðoscilloscope, 12Ðlens, 13Ðoptical fiber, 14Ð

computer. C � 10 nF, d � 8ÿ10 mm, 0 < h < 100 cm.
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whichwas used to specify delays for triggering both camera 10
and oscilloscope 11. This ensured control of the ICCD
camera triggering time with respect to the voltage pulse at
the electrodes. The signal from one of several channels of
ICCD camera 10 through optical fiber 13 was supplied to a
computer 14. In addition, in some series of experiments, the
emission spectra of various parts of the apokamp at different
altitudes h were photographed and recorded.

Upon decreasing the air pressure in the chamber, the
discharge shape changes, as shown in Fig. 6. Here, the voltage
amplitude was 7:5 < Up < 8:8 kV. Within this interval, a
stable apokamp formation and its spatial location were
ensured within a wide range of pressures. It is seen that the
pressure decrease leads to the elongation of both the tendril
and the plume. In addition, the diameters of both apokamp
parts increase.

Figure 7 shows in detail the effect of pressure on the
characteristic lengths of the tendril and apokamp. To make
all these points distinguishable, a logarithmic scale is chosen.

The following circumstance attracts attention: the region
where lengthy plumes are formed in air is in the pressure range
20 < p < 120 Torr. In Earth's atmosphere, this corresponds
(approximately) to altitudes 17 < h < 25 km, i.e., blue jets
plumes arise in an experimental setup under conditions close
to those of the formation of blue starters (� 17ÿ18 km).

At the same time, if we take into account the sharp
increase in the tendril length under a pressure decrease to
11 Torr, it is possible to speak of conditions under which,
instead of a relatively short starter, a blue jet is developed. In
the atmosphere, the blue jets consist of a bright channel
(sometimes branching at high altitudes) and relatively weak
glow along its continuation. A similar structure is observed in
experiments under pressures 8 < p < 30 Torr. These values
approximately correspond to altitudes from 20 to 30 km, i.e.,
those to which blue jets elevate in nature.

Thus, both in nature and in experiment, blue jets and their
analogs are formed at relatively high pressures (low altitudes),
when the tendril length is small compared to the plume length
(ls 5 la). Such a structure in both experiment and nature has
the shape of a narrow jet. Blue jets at lower pressures are

much longer. In this case, in both experiment and nature they
consist of a bright part (ls) and a blue part comparable in
length (la), ls 5 la, and for the lowest pressures (correspond-
ing to altitudes h > 30 km), ls � 2la (Fig. 7a). Here, the jet
glow becomes barely perceptible and diffuse, i.e., such as is
detected from satellites at altitudes above 30 km.

When air is replaced with nitrogen, analogous relations
for the lengths la, ls, and l are observed in the range
p > 120 Torr, and at lower pressures the growth of these
quantities stabilizes (Fig. 7b). That is, in nitrogen, lengthy
blue jets arise under pressures nearly an order of magnitude
higher than in air. This confirms the conclusion that the
altitudes (the initial ones and the altitudes of propagation)
characteristic of blue jets and starters in the atmosphere of
Earth are determined exactly by the air medium. Based on this
conclusion, it is also possible to hypothesize that TLEs in the
atmospheres of other planets with gas compositions other
than that of Earth will have other morphologies. We will
discuss this issue below.

The dynamics of apokamp development in the nanosec-
ond time scale is presented in Fig. 8. It is seen that the already

520 Torr 420 Torr 300 Torr 150 Torr 30 Torr

Figure 6. (Color online.) Effect of air pressure on the tendril and plume.

Pressure is indicated at the bottom. The height of the frames is 18 cm.
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Figure 7. Tendril length ls (circles), plume length la (triangles), and total

apokamp length l (squares) versus pressure in air (a) and nitrogen (b) at

Up � 8:5 kV (adapted from [76].)
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formed tendril serves as a source of luminous plasma
formations outgoing from it. This means that the apokamp
plume consists of streamers. Multiple emissions of streamers
by tendrils with kHz frequencies are visually perceived as jets,
and the pulse periodic mode of the discharge has simplified
apokamp observation [76, 80, 81, 86].

The initial velocity of a streamer head evaluated by its
displacement between frames 1 and 2 in Fig. 8 amounts to
about 190 km sÿ1. The velocity depends on multiple condi-
tions (air pressure, amplitudes and frequencies of the voltage
pulses).Moreover, in the considered experiments, this velocity
varies with streamer propagation: at first, it increases, reach-
ing � 200 km sÿ1, and then decreases. The tendril length can
also increasewith the propagation of the streamer front in first
pulses, but the velocity of the tendril elongation is substan-
tially less than that of a streamer. In steady-state regimes, we
could not record the initial movement of the streamer along
the length of the tendril. In each pulse, we recorded the
simultaneous increase in the glow intensity of the entire
tendril during its formation, as well as simultaneous damping
of the entire tendril glow under a reduction in the voltage
amplitude at the gap and after the end of a pulse. We suggest
that, in a steady-state regime, the tendril is similar to a leader
in a number of properties [91], but its heating occurs due to
one streamer and electrons of weakly ionized plasma
surrounding the tendril, rather than due to the streamer
corona.

The typical order of forming different parts of an
apokampic discharge is demonstrated by Fig. 9. At the
maximum current, the discharge channel is formed (the
corresponding time interval is tch). Then, about 80 ns later,
the tendril glow arises, and only after that, with a delay of 10
to 20 ns, does a streamer emanate from the tendril.

Multiple recording of the process has shown that some-
times the streamer emanates before the tendril forms, in
particular, under a reduction in the repetition rate of the
voltage pulses. This situation is presented in Fig. 10.

In the first frame, a weak glow is seen near the bend of the
discharge channel. This glow can be attributed to the
formation of the first streamer; its velocity is � 180 km sÿ1.
A short tendril is formed as the streamer front moves away
and becomes clearly visible in the third and fourth frames. In
the next pulse of voltage, the formed tendril becomes a
source for a new streamer. These dynamics of apokamp
formation are not stochastic and are characterized by
repeatability.

Taking into account that blue jets in Earth's atmosphere
propagate in a medium with strongly nonuniform pressure, it
can be said that the mean velocities of propagation of positive
streamers in the described experiments have the same order of
magnitude as the propagation velocities of blue jets in the
atmosphere of Earth.

In nature, blue jets and starters arise at repetition rates
substantially smaller than in the described experiments and at
much higher voltages. The setup presented in Fig. 5 allows
partial modeling of the repetition rate and voltage influence
on apokamp development. Thus, it was found in [84] that a
decrease in the repetition rate from 56 to 10 kHz almost
doubles the mean velocity of streamer motion to vb �
220 km sÿ1 (Fig. 11a). This observation provides experi-
mental evidence of a relationship between apokampic
discharges and blue streams, in addition to those presented
above. Moreover, it was revealed that an increase in the
voltage amplitude from 6.8 to 8.5 kV (at f � 56:6 kHz) causes
an increase in the mean velocity of streamers from 120 to
170 km sÿ1 (Fig. 11b). This dependence can be approximated
by the function vb � exp �3Up�. The field strength in clouds is
considerably higher, so that the jets formed in the atmosphere
are long, their dimensions exceeding by a few orders of
magnitude those observed in experiments with apokampic
discharge.

Nonetheless, in nature, the voltages at which blue jets
and starters arise are much higher and the frequencies of
their formation are much lower. For example, in Ref. [7],
blue jets were observed at a rate of 120 events per minute
(2 Hz). Therefore, the earlier assumptions were additionally
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Figure 8. Dynamics of an apokampic discharge plume formation in air

under a pressure of 120 Torr, Ua � 7:7 kV, and repetition rate of 30 kHz.

The exposure of each frame is 10 ns, the pause between them 10 ns, the

frame vertical size 2.39 cm, p � 120 Torr.
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Figure 9. Discharge oscillograms at p � 100 Torr. The voltage at the first

electrode is Up � 6:9 kV, the pulse repetition rate of the generator is

f � 56:6 kHz, tsh is the streamer lifetime. Dark and light curves corre-

spond to the voltage and current in themain discharge circuit, respectively.
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Figure 10.Dynamics of tendril and streamer formation in air at a repetition

rate of 10 kHz under a pressure of 120 Torr and Ua � 7:68 kV. The

exposure time of each frame is 10 ns, the pause between them 10 ns, the

vertical size of a frame 2.1 cm, p � 120 Torr.
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checked. For this purpose, a number of changes were
introduced into the experimental setup (see Fig. 5), so that
the repetition rate of voltage pulses was reduced to
7 < f < 16 Hz [87]. The decrease in the repetition rate by
four orders of magnitude as compared to the previous series
of experiments proportionally reduced the observed glow
intensity, which became barely visible to the eye. To increase
the apokamp glow intensity, the voltage amplitude was
increased to 27±35 kV.

Moreover, it was proposed to use additional field
sharpening at the bend of the discharge channel. For this
purpose, between electrodes 2 and 3 (see Fig. 5) a 1-mm-thick
ceramic plate 4 was installed. At high air pressures in the
chamber, plate 4 prevented breakdown in the discharge gap
even at Up � 35 kV. A decrease in the air pressure to
� 140 Torr caused a breakdown. It was found that in the
range of pressures from 110 to 60 Torr the discharge had a
stable shape, and the place of its enforced bend on the ceramic
plate became a source for an apokamp. Low-intensity
luminous structures at least 60 cm high were visible.
However, the camera sensitivity was enough only to record
the tendril glow (Fig. 12a).

Figures 12b±d show an example of frame-by-frame
dynamics of streamer motion. Neither the tendril itself nor
the edge of the ceramic plate are shown because of the limited
field of view of the objective lens. The plate edge is 8mm lower
than the bottom edge of the frames. Each frame in Fig. 12b±d
corresponds to an exposure of 3 ns with a pause of 3 ns
between the frames. The streamer is seen not only to move
away from the starting position but also to grow in size. The
initial velocity v0 estimated by the difference between the
frames in Figs 12a and 12b amounts to 360 km sÿ1, and then
the velocity decreases to 230 km sÿ1.

The table presents typical values of the initial streamer
propagation velocity (v0) and the velocity averaged over the
observation time (hvi) under different conditions of apokamp
formation.

These data prove that high repetition rates of voltage pulses
are not at all necessary to produce and launch streamers in air
from the discharge channel under a voltage of positive polarity
with respect to ground. In addition, the almost two-fold
increase in the voltage over previous experiments [17, 18,
76±83] led to a nearly two-fold increase in the initial velocities
of streamers (see Table).

It was also noted that a reduction in pressure from 130 to
30 Torr leads to a decrease in streamer velocity and lowering
of its luminosity to a level at which recording the glow
becomes impossible under the conditions of the experiment.
However, in this case, a weak glow remains at the position of
the channel bend about the ceramic plate. A further pressure
decrease makes the discharge broaden and occupy the region
between the high-voltage electrode and the edge of the
ceramic plate, as well as change the color from blue to
reddish. From these experiments, it follows that there is a
certain range of pressures under which the critical field strength
is sufficient to initiate a streamer from the channel bend. This
range of pressures approximately corresponds to the range of
altitudes where blue jets are observed. In nature, exactly at
these altitudes, a separation of charges occurs in a thunder-
cloud and a positive charge of the cloud top is formed [75].
Therefore, blue jets are streamers or, more exactly, a `broom'
of streamers.

The obtained data allowed us to suggest the following
hypothesis about themechanism of the origin of blue jets [87].
To initiate their emission, an increased field strength is
needed, which is implemented at a bend of the discharge
channel in laboratory discharges and at the ends of lightnings
or at bends of lightning channels during thunderstorms. The
process of gaseous medium heating that decreases the particle
concentration and breakdown voltage also contributes to this
process [79]. In the turbulence zone of a thundercloud and
lighting, from where blue jets move out, there are also local
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Figure 11.Mean values of the streamer velocity at different repetition rates

at Up � 6:86 kV (a) and voltage amplitudes at f � 56:6 kHz (b).

a b c d

Figure 12. (Color online.) (a) View of discharge at Up � 35 kV, f �
8 Hz, p � 30 Torr, C � 30 pF (exposure 15 s, frame height 18 mm).

(b±d) Streamermotion dynamics atUp � 33 kV, f � 7:5 Hz, p � 60 Torr,

C � 30 pF (frame height 17 mm).

Table. Streamer propagation velocities under different conditions. The
discharge repetition rate is 7.5 Hz.

p, Torr C, pF v0, km sÿ1 hvi, km sÿ1

110
60

110
60

30
30
80
80

445
360
350
280

335
230
247
215
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inhomogeneities of particle concentration due to variations in
pressure and medium heating. It is known [92] that metal
electrodes are not necessary to produce streamers; it is
sufficient to form a dense plasma from which the electric
field is forced out.

Is it possible to obtain aminiature analog of a red sprite by
decreasing the pressure even more? We checked this [93] by
rotating the bulb of the setup shown in Fig. 5 through 180�. In
the new orientation, the apokamp developed top-down as
shown in Fig. 13. At higher pressures (> 30 Torr), the
discharge spread to the chamber walls, and it was impossible
to form an apokamp. However, as the pressure was reduced
to 0.1 Torr, red color apokamps directed downwards were
stably formed. Increasing the voltage and decreasing the
pressure led to elongation of apokamps and an increase in
their diameter. Visually, such an apokamp resembles an
individual columniform sprite (C-sprite [94]).

In nature, the change in TLE color due to a change in air
density (i.e., altitude) occurs by analogy with what we see
when using an apokampic discharge. Thus, the color of jets
and sprites varies from blue (at altitudes less than 40 km) to
red (at altitudes higher that 50 km). The color change occurs
at altitudes of 40±50 km, corresponding to a low pressure of
about 1 Torr [8]. According to the present understanding of
these phenomena, all of them are related to the propagation
of streamers (sprites) or leaders with streamer coronas ahead
of them (blue jets or gigantic jets) [2, 8, 68]. The excitation of
radiative states of air molecules in these luminous objects
predominantly occurs in streamer fronts, as in apokamps.

An example of apokamp spectrum at a height of 5.2 cm
above the channel of a pulse-periodic discharge is presented in
Fig. 14. The spectrum contains a high-intensity band

N2�C 3Pu ÿ B3Pg� and weak bands N�2 �B2S�u ÿX2S�g �,
N2�B3Pg ÿA3Pu�. The experiments in [86] showed that a
decrease in the pressure changes the proportion between the
bands, increasing the contribution of the bands
N�2 �B2S�u ÿX2S�g � and N2�B3Pg ÿA3Pu� to the blue and
red-orange parts of the spectrum, respectively.

In the case of a downward apokamp (see Fig. 13) at the
low pressures most relevant to natural sprite formation, the
visual color of the discharge is mainly determined by the
radiation of the first positive system of nitrogen in the red
spectral region (see Fig. 14). However, even here the radiation
intensity of the second positive system is still substantially
greater than that of the first one.

Theoretical estimates of the energy ratio of the radiation
bands 2P/1P of N2 have shown that at p < 0:08 Torr it
weakly depends on pressure, where radiative losses dominate
for the states N2�B3Pg� andN2�C 3Pu�. At p > 11 Torr, both
states are quenched mainly by collisions with air molecules.
At 0:08 < p < 11 Torr, the state N2�B3Pg� loses energy
mainly due to collisional quenching, whereas for the state
N2�C 3Pu� radiative losses dominate. With a further growth
of pressure, the energy ratio of radiation bands 2P/1P for N2

increases [86]. Figure 15 presents both experimental and
calculated values of this ratio depending on pressure, which
are in good agreement.

Thus, the apokamp demonstrates one more sign of
similarity to TLEs of the middle atmosphere: both phenomena
possess spectra of luminescence, close in both the range
(l � 280ÿ800 nm) and the structure of maxima, including
the case of different pressures.

To finalize this section, we mention the advantages of the
approach proposed by us for the laboratorymodeling of some
discharge processes in themiddle and even upper atmosphere.
Using it, we proceed to systems in which all discharge events
occur in charged zones that are under potential with respect to
ground and have the capability to do studies in a wide range
of experimental conditions. Moreover, the proposed experi-
mental technique and the setups based on apokampic
discharge allow considering a greater number of factors
affecting the development of TLEs in the middle atmosphere
(compared to [47]), offer a simple method of creating their
laboratory analogs (compared to [55, 59]), and ensure better
reproducibility of results than in the experiments of [56, 95].

In Section 3.3, we present a few examples demonstrating
the prospectiveness of using the apokampic discharge for
laboratory modeling of the conditions for TLE formation.

a b c ed

Figure 13. (Color online.) Effect of gap voltage (a, b) and pressure (c±e) on

the apokamp length and shape in air at p � 0:1 Torr, Up � 3:9 kV (a);

p � 0:1 Torr, Up � 6:5 kV (b); p � 0:1 Torr, Up � 4:9 kV (c);

p � 3 Torr, Up � 6:3 kV (d); p � 9 Torr, Up � 7:2 kV (e). The photo-

graph height is 73 cm, the electrodes are at the top.
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f � 50 kHz.
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3.3 Aspects of laboratory modeling
of transient luminous events with an apokampic discharge
It should be noted that the conditions for the occurrence of
blue jets, starters, and red sprites in nature do not completely
repeat the laboratory conditions. Nevertheless, laboratory
setups allow experimental studies of individual aspects of the
process of initiating TLEs in the atmosphere of Earth.
Introducing one factor or another present in the real atmo-
sphere allows gradually refining our concepts of TLE
development mechanisms.

For example, it is known that the maximal ionization of
the atmosphere at altitudes of 12±18 km (initial altitudes for
blue jets and starters) is due to cosmic rays [6]. However, there
are no experimental data on the effect of an electric field on
the formation of blue jets and starters.

In Ref. [88], using a setup schematically shown in Fig. 16,
the first data about such effect are obtained. The setup allows
the ignition of an apokampic discharge under pressures
nearly corresponding to those in the case of a blue jet arising
in Earth's atmosphere and the measurement of the electric
field magnitude above it. The field above the discharge was
perturbed with a capacitor C2 with two electrodes with a
capacitance of 4700 pF or 1000 pF, the diameter of the
electrodes being 46 or 41 mm, respectively. The capacitor
was placed above electrodes 1 and 2 at distance
5 < l < 20 cm. The capacitor plate connected to supply 6
hadan electrode and the other electrode facing the electrodes 1
and 2 was ground off. A high voltage from a supply 6 was
applied to the electrode of the capacitor C2 via the resistor
R � 18 MO (3:5 < U < 30 kV).

The experimental procedure was as follows.
(1) After the ignition of a high-voltage discharge between

electrodes 1 and 2, the voltage amplitude Up was chosen to
obtain a usual pulse-periodic discharge with a bent channel
without an apokamp.

(2) Voltage from supply 6was applied to capacitorC2. As
a result, due to a low-current discharge to the ceramic face of
the capacitor with the plate removed, electrons were accumu-
lated on it and the capacitor was charged.

(3) Switching off supply 6 led to grounding the electrode
of capacitor C3 via resistor R and the resistor of the voltage
divider 7. The positive charge at the upper plate of capacitor
C3 decreased, and the negative voltage at the lower surface of
capacitor C2 increased due to the accumulated electrons. The
rate ofC2 discharging was determined by the time constant of
the RC circuit. At the time the supply was switched off, the
recording of U�t� and the photographing of the discharge
with different delays were begun. Before each experiment, the
distance l between electrodes 1, 2 and capacitor C2, as well as
the capacitance of C2, were varied.

If was found that, after switching off supply 6, the pulsed
discharge between electrodes 1 and 2 can turn into an
apokampic one (Fig. 17a, phases II and III). Then, the
apokamp shortens and disappears (Fig. 17a, phases III and IV).

Figure 17b shows how the discharging of capacitor C3

occurs. If no apokamp is formed, the discharging has an
exponential character,U�t� � exp �ÿt=t�, where t � 2 s is the
time constant. If an apokamp is initiated, the discharging
process is interrupted by one or two bursts of voltage, as seen
from the figure, which is caused by the formation of streamers
in gap l. The discharge time constant during the bursts is
t � 0:5 s, i.e., the decrease in U�t� in the bursts is four times
faster. In turn, this means that the apokampÐa positive
streamerÐ serves as a source of recharging capacitor C3 and
increases the positive voltage at the metal electrode of
capacitor C2. It is also worth noting that a typical amplitude
of voltage pulsesUp necessary for the transition from a pulse-
periodic discharge to an apokampic one usually amounts to
7±8 kV. However, under the described apokamp initiation
due to the accumulation of electrons at the bottom surface of
capacitor C2, this amplitude reduces to 5.5±6 kV. Moreover,
it was found that switching off the supply 6 (see Fig. 16)
prolongs the apokamp already formed in the gap l. In this
case, typical dependence U�t� has a few bursts corresponding
to overlapping of the gap by streamers.

Thus, in [88] it is experimentally shown that the formation
of a negatively charged zone (the ceramic face of the
processed capacitor) located above the channel of pulse-
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Figure 15. Intensity ratio of the bands 2P and 1P of N2 versus pressure:

circlesÐexperiment, curveÐcalculation.
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of setup: 1, 2Ðneedle electrodes of stainless

steel (diameter 2 mm, nose radius 80 mm, d � 8 mm); 3Ðdischarge gap;

4Ðquartz bulb with inner diameter 5.1 cm and height 121 cm; 5Ðhigh-

voltage pulse supply (5 < Up < 12 kV, 27 < f < 50 kHz); 6Ðvoltage
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periodic discharge with positive potential leads to both
initiation and elongation of apokamps and reduces the
voltage amplitude needed for their formation.

Does this process have an analog in Earth's atmosphere.
It is known that during thunderstorms free electrons move
towards cloud tops under the action of the electric field of
Earth's ionosphere (>60 km). At different altitudes, they
acquire different energies and can reach the upper boundary
of the clouds, which leads to a local negative charge increase
above the clouds. Since the upper part of a cloud (at the stage
of its development) is an electric dipole with negative volume
charge at the bottomand positive at the top, this facilitates the
initiation and upward motion of a positive streamer. The
experiments considered above were carried out in the interval
of air pressures relevant to the altitudes at which blue jets arise
in the atmosphere of Earth. As the pressure increases to
340 Torr or more (which corresponds to altitudes of � 7 km
or less), the effect of apokamp initiation did not manifest
itself. Probably, to initiate blue jets in nature, a combination
of several conditions is required, namely, the separation of
charges in a thundercloud and spasmodic achievement of the
upper clouds by high-energy charged particles. Then, the
initiation of both a broad air shower [75] and blue jets
becomes possible.

The authors of [89] considered another aspect of the
initiation and development of TLEs. Namely, a volcanic
substance (plate 4 made of a piece of lava from the crater of
the Etna volcano, (Sicily), 5 mm thick, D � 5 mm, see Fig. 6)
was introduced into an apokampic discharge. The purpose
was to investigate its effect on the initiation and motion of a
positive streamer under conditions close in air pressure to the
natural conditions of blue jet and starter formation. For
comparison, a quartz (KU-1) plate with similar dimensions
was used.

The chemical composition of lava and ash from the Etna
volcano is known to be characterized by a high mean content

of Na2O and K2O oxides [96], amounting to� 3:8 and 1.9%,
respectively. The ionization potentials of Na (5,14 eV) and K
(4.34 eV) are the lowest among a number of other elements
contained in ash oxides (SiO2, TiO2, Al2O3, Fe2O3, MnO,
MgO, CaO). Taking this fact into account, the expected result
of the experiment was the appearance and fast intensity
increase (over a few seconds after the apokampic discharge
ignition) of the lines corresponding to the NaI (588.9 nm) and
KI (766.4, 769.8 nm) transitions in the apokamp spectrum
(Fig. 18). This emission is due to the lava plate heating and
release of easily ionized elements from it. Replacing the lava
plate with a quartz one removes the above lines from the
spectrum. In addition, in the presence of the lava plate, low-
intensity OI transitions (771.1, 777.4, 777.5 nm) were also
observed.

It was also found that heating the volcanic material
decreases the voltage at which an apokamp is emitted from
the discharge channel and increases the apokamp length. The
effect takes place only in the presence of a plate of volcanic
material in the discharge zone, i.e., it is related to the release of
easily ionized elements from it. We think that the obtained
data extend our knowledge about the factors concerning the
development of atmospheric TLEs.

Two-thirds of the volcanoes are located in the northern
hemisphere, and about 85% of them are north of 10� S
latitude. Only volcanoes with a volcanic explosivity index
(VEI) of > 3 expel ash to the level of the troposphere or
higher [97]. Between 20� N and 10� S latitude, there is a large
cluster of volcanoes known for their Plinian eruptions (VEI
= 5), which means the periodic release of huge amounts of
gases and ash into the atmosphere near the equator. The
altitude to which the ash is elevated is at least 11 km and can
reach 45 km.

The highest intensity of electric charge separation among
all atmospheric processes is observed in the dry gas-ash
clouds above volcanoes. This fact is mainly due to the
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Figure 17. (Color online.) (a) Demonstration of apokamp initiation. (b) Time dependence of voltage on capacitor C3 (see Fig. 16) in the course of an

apokamp. Up � 5:4 kV, p � 180 Torr, f � 50 kHz, dg � 8:8 cm, C2 � 1000 pF.
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elevation of positively charged condensed volcanic gases in
the region of the ash column, while the ash particles falling
down carry a negative charge. As a result, during such
eruptions, both frequent large air-surface lightning (so-
called dirty lightning) and smaller discharges that are more
frequent are observed, as are corona discharges. The upper
part of the ash cloud is charged positively at the stage of its
formation. Recall that, under the conditions of the experi-
ment described above, apokamps arise from a positively
charged channel of a pulsed discharge.

Blue jets and starters are known to arise only above very
active thunderclouds with a lightning repetition rate up to a
few flashes per second. In nature, blue jets are emitted by
charged zones after discharges that occur inside them or
between them and the ground [6, 8]. Therefore, the electric
conditions in a volcanic column can be considered favorable
for the development of blue jets and starters. Moreover, as
shown experimentally, ash composition is also important,
since the easily ionized ash components elevated to altitudes
of 12±18 km can facilitate both the formation and the
propagation of positive streamers. It should be added that
compounds containing readily ionizing metals are not only
characteristic of the Etna volcano emissions but also found
everywhere [98, 99].

Thus, based on the experiments performed and an
analysis of the literature, it is possible to formulate the
following hypothesis: the probability of the appearance of
blue jets and starters is greater in the regions of higher volcanic
activity at altitudes of 10±18 km (beyond the troposphere),
which is due to the presence of easily ionized components in the
volcanic emissions. To confirm or refute this statement, it is
necessary to carry out large-scale observations of blue jets
and starters in areas with VEI>3. Today, this is hampered
by the insufficient sensitivity of the spectral equipment used
or board satellites.

On the other hand, it is possible to perform new studies of
the effect of other factors, e.g., the air temperature. Increasing
the temperature of ash particles to � 1200 K can trigger the
mechanism of thermal emission of electrons from their
surface. Directly under laboratory conditions, it will be
possible to clarify how this will affect apokamp formation.

The magnitude of the electric field in Earth's atmosphere
is known to depend on the altitude above sea level and to
increase during a thunderstorm. However, at altitudes of a
few ten kilometers, where red sprites arise, the mean electric
fields are small [100]. There is a hypothesis [101] that under
these conditions the rising and propagation of streamers
(sprites) can be facilitated by atom metals present at high
altitudes [102] mainly due to the burning of micrometeorites
in Earth's atmosphere. At high altitudes, these atoms can be
ionized by ultraviolet radiation, and then the propagation of
sprites will be easier due to the increase in concentration of
electrons before the streamer front.

In Ref. [103], this hypothesis was experimentally con-
firmed. For this purpose, an apokampic discharge was ignited
in a setup analogous to that shown in Fig. 6, but with a
changeable material of the electrodes, keeping unchanged the
discharge gap geometry and the external conditions of the
excitation in air at pressures of 45 and 760 Torr. It was
established that, with electrodes of Al and Cu, the voltage of
apokamp formation is lower and the apokamp itself is longer
than those when using Fe and W electrodes. In the emission
spectra of a pulse-periodic discharge with the formation of an
apokamp, ion lines of the electrode metal are recorded.

Another interesting scientific application of apokampic
discharge is related to TLEs predicted and observed in the
atmospheres of other planets of the Solar System [104±106].
Revealing and observing them is a laborious procedure that
includes calculating the spectral composition of radiation
from planetary TLEs. At present, theoretical models are
being constructed for this purpose [107], and to simplify the
calculations, planetary atmospheres are classified by gases,
the concentration of which is maximum. Thus, for Venus and
Jupiter, the model gas mixtures are CO2ÿN2 and H2ÿHe,
respectively. In this connection, laboratory analogs of TLEs
can also be used to obtain new data on the processes occurring
in the atmospheres of other planets.

Thus, in [108] the first attempt was made to use a streamer
discharge in the above media to simulate sprites in the
atmospheres of Venus and Jupiter. The initial voltages,
minimal diameter and velocity of streamer heads, as well as
their intensity compared to that of discharges in air, were
measured. It was shown that the streamers in model mixtures
obey the similarity laws with respect to natural phenomena
and possess a visual resemblance, although they differ in
branching, intensity, and propagation direction, depending
on the mixture composition.

The apokampic discharge is not an exception. In parti-
cular, in [85] it is shown to be a convenient laboratory object
for studying the morphology and spectral composition of
apokamps not only in air, but also in various artificial gas
media in a wide range of pressures. In our opinion, this is a
promising line of research, by means of which it is possible to
predict characteristic properties of TLEs in the atmospheres
of other plants and obtain data useful for theoretical
modeling of these phenomena.

To finalize this section, we mention another interesting
avenue of research related to the influence of TLEs on
atmosphere composition, including the ozone layer of the
planet.

Middle-atmosphere TLEs are sources of nitrogen oxides,
NOx, (see references in [109]) and other particles. Precise
measurements of chemical composition at the sites of TLE
localization in situ is difficult, so that numerical experiments
are used to study the atmospheric chemical kinetics in detail
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[110, 111]. In particular, the modeling [112] of plasmochem-
ical processes accompanying gigantic jets in the range of
altitudes of 18±38 km revealed that at the ends of streamers
the formation of ozone from atomic oxygen occurs. A
considerable amount of nitrogen oxides is also produced
here, which is much less expressed at lower altitudes. In the
leading channel controlled by thermochemical reactions, the
concentration of N2O and NO increases by a few orders of
magnitude, which leads to substantial ozone depletion.
Similar processes are observed during the development of
lightning channels in the lower atmosphere (see review [113,
Section 4]).

Another approach to the issue is to analyze the products
of discharge reactions under controlled laboratory experi-
ments. In one of the first studies [14], the simulation was
implemented using discharges in air in a system of point-plane
electrodes with the amplitude of voltage pulses to 30 kV. The
estimates of the number of NOx molecules formed during a
discharge pulse under pressures corresponding to the alti-
tudes of red sprites agreed with theoretical predictions [2]. An
apokampic discharge can be used as well to solve an
analogous problem, since in Refs [83, 114] it was shown to
be a source of nitrogen oxides capable of causing ozone
depletion in the volume.

3.4 Numerical modeling of apokamp formation
in air at atmospheric pressure
Modeling the dynamics and structure of discharge as a whole
(i.e., the processes of channel formation between the electro-
des, bend appearance, and tendril formation) is a very
complex problem. In this section, we present the results of
calculations of the apokamp streamer dynamics within the
framework of a simplified approach [79], based on the
following considerations. A streamer arises as a result of
plasma channel formation between the electrodes, which
leads to equalizing the potentials of the electrodes. The field
potential near the plasma channel short-circuiting the
discharge gap is close to the potential of the high-voltage
electrode. At sufficiently high magnitudes of the electric field
strength, the conditions for streamer formation are created
near the channel.

Below, we consider the stages of formation (in the domain
of a strong electric field) and propagation of the ionization
waveÐ the streamerÐalong the field force line. To model
the streamer dynamics, a standard two-dimensional axially
symmetric model is used, including a system of equations for
the electric field and concentrations of charged particles. The
electric field E is determined by the Poisson equation for the
electric potential F:

E � ÿHF ; H 2F � ÿ4pr ; �1�
where r � e�np ÿ ne ÿ nn� is the volume charge density, and
np, nn, and ne are the concentrations of positive ions, negative
ions, and electrons, respectively. The distributions of con-
centrations of charged particles along the axial �z� and radial
�r� coordinates are determined by solving the balance
equations

qnj
qt
� HH�njVj� � Fj � Sph ; Vj � mjEÿDjHH ln nj : �2�

Here, nj, mj, and Dj are the concentration, mobility, and
diffusion coefficient for particles of the j-th sort, the term Fj

is a sum of contributions from local kinetic processes
(ionization, attachment, electron-ion and ion-ion recombina-

tion) for particles of the j-th sort. The values of transport
coefficients and rate constants of kinetic processes (ionization
and attachment) for air are determined by the local value of
the reduced electric fieldE=N (whereN is the concentration of
air molecules) in accordance with the experimental data [115].
The nonlocal term Sph in balance equations (2) for electrons
and positive ions describes the generation of these particles
before the streamer front in the course of absorption of the
radiation from the streamer front region by the gasmolecules:

Sph�r� �
�
R�r 0�K�jrÿ r 0j� d3r 0 ; �3�

where R�r 0� d3r 0 is the number of ionizing photons emitted in
a unit time in the volume d3r 0, and the function K�jrÿ r 0j�
describes the transfer of the ionizing radiation. To estimate
the parameters in Eqn (3), the model [116] for air ionization is
used.

As external conditions for modeling, it is required to
specify the spatial distributions of electric field and gas
density (temperature) in the region of streamer origin and
propagation. The dimensions and shape of the electrodes
determine the character of the field distribution. In this
calculation, the field distribution in the region of the channel
is specified as if generated by a metallic sphere 1 cm in
diameter charged to a positive potential of 10 kV. Using
such parameters the initiation of a streamer in cold gas is
impossible; heating and a gas density decrease are needed to
increase the reduced field strength E=N. Gas heating under
the conditions of apokamp formation is provided by a
sequence of discharge current pulses between the electrodes.

The distribution of temperature along the axis z of
steamer propagation (passing through the sphere center) is
expressed as

T �z� � T0 � �Tm ÿ T0� exp
�
ÿ
�
z

h

�2�
; �4�

where T0 � 300 K. Temperature Tm on the surface of the
sphere at z � 0 is assumed to be close to that measured in
Ref. [82], Tm � 1200 K. The width of the heating zone h is
estimated based on the fact that, according to experimental
data, an apokamp appears nearly after 1000 discharge pulses,
which at a repetition rate of 50 kHz corresponds to time ta
about 20 ms between the first discharge pulse and the
apokamp appearance. An estimation of the width of the
heating zone h � 2 �wta�1=2, reached by the moment of time
ta, yields h � 0:2 cm, assuming the mean value of 0.5 cm2 sÿ1

for the heat conductivity coefficient w in the temperature
interval from T0 to Tm. This value of h is used in the
calculations of streamer dynamics described below.

Figure 19 presents distributions of the electric field along
and across the direction of streamer propagation. The axial
profiles of the field at different moments of time (Fig. 19a)
demonstrate the propagation of the front (the maximum field
region) with a velocity of 400±500 km sÿ1. The radial profiles
of the electric field in several cross sections of the channel
behind the streamer front are shown in Fig. 19b. The channel
radius's slight decrease with the growth of z amounts to about
0.2 mm. Note that such a ratio of the velocity and radius is
characteristic of streamers in atmospheric air [43]. The
concentration of electrons behind the streamer front is of
the order of 1014 cmÿ3, increases along the channel with the
growth of z, which is due to a decrease in temperature
according to Eqn (4) and the appropriate increase in the gas
density, and is almost unaltered during the time of streamer
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propagation. The calculated streamer characteristics (pro-
pagation velocity, radius) are close to the measured para-
meters of an apokamp in air under atmospheric pressure.

3.5 Theoretical modeling
of apokamp development dynamics
In addition to the axially symmetric model of streamer
growth, it is, of course, desirable to have a less symmetric
model of the phenomenon that would allow tracing the
mechanism of initiation of an apokampic jet orthogonal to
the curved plasma channel, as occurs in experiments. The
problem was successfully solved within the framework of a
planar two-dimensional model, possessing no elements of
spatial symmetry.

Solving a two-dimensional problem requires substantially
less computational resources, at the same time allowing a
description of asymmetric structures characteristic of exactly
the apokampic discharge. The choice of a planarmodel can be
thought a nontrivial solution here, since a priori there is no
guarantee that in such a geometry it would be possible to
model a thin plasma jet. To reduce the required computer
resources in accordance with the computational facilities
available for modeling, a planar geometry of the discharge
system was chosen in which round electrodes were replaced
with thin elongated blades having sharp parallel edges.

As with the simplified model described above, the
mathematical base was the so-called drift-diffusion time-
dependent hydrodynamic model of multicomponent low-
temperature plasma, represented by Poisson equation (1) for
the electric field strength and equations (2) for electrons and
positive and negative ions. This system was completed with a
continuity equation for the energy density of electrons ne,
allowing the calculation of rate constants for inelastic
elementary processes, and the photoionization intensity Sph,
in contrast to (3), was described by the Helmholtz equation

qne
qt
� HHCe � CeE �

X
k

DekFk ;

H2Sph ÿ Lÿ2phSph � ÿGphFion ;
�5�

whereCe is the flux of energy density of electrons, the terms Fk

describe inelastic processes (as in Eqn (2)) with the corre-
sponding loss of electron energy Dek < 0, Lph is the effective
photon free path length, and Gph is the proportion of impact
ionization events giving rise to emission of hard ultraviolet
(UV) quanta. Such a description of the gas photoionization
source, making it possible to avoid the computation of
multiple integrals over space, is presented in more detail in
Ref. [117]. The considered computational model is imple-
mented in the PlasmaModule of the COMSOLMultiphysics
finite-element commercial software package, version 5.2a.

Since it was experimentally shown that an apokamp arises
more easily and more definitely in gases with electronegative
impurities, it was decided to use pure oxygen at atmospheric
pressure for modeling the `electronegativity' of the gaseous
medium. For this gas, virtually all parameters of cross
sections and rates of elementary processes are known, and
the simplicity of composition allowed restricting the calcula-
tions to the simplest scheme of plasmochemical reactions. To
specify the sources of charged particles, the following basic
plasmochemical reactions are included in the model: the
impact ionization of molecular oxygen e�O2 ! 2e�O�2 ,
the impact dissociation of molecular oxygen e�O2 ! e�2O,
the three-particle attachment e� 2O2 ! O2 �Oÿ2 , and the
three-particle ion-ion recombination O�2 �Oÿ2 �O2 ! 3O2.
The rate constants for these reactions are presented in
Refs [118, 119].

We are aware that the proposed kinetic scheme of
elementary processes is far from complete, since it does not
include such important reactions as, e.g., the reaction of
dissociative attachment of electrons e�O2 ! O�Oÿ. How-
ever, including particles of every new sort into the model
greatly increases the requirements for computational
resources, sometimes making the calculations merely impos-
sible. And vice versa, the test calculations showed that
removing any elementary reaction from the proposed
scheme makes the formation of apokampic discharge
impossible. For example, such an effect takes place if the
dissociation reaction e�O2 ! e�2O is excluded. Although
in this reaction no new sorts of charged particles are
generated, its presence in the model greatly affects the mean
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energy of free electrons. It is exactly why the proposed kinetic
scheme of elementary processes can be called the minimal
acceptable scheme for a model gas medium (through the
example of oxygen).

The initial conditions suggested inhomogeneous distribu-
tions of ion-ion plasma in the gap and a stationary
inhomogeneous distribution of the temperature field, similar
to distribution (4), but only in the region between the
electrodes. The maximum temperature of the neutral med-
ium was specified in the region above the electrodes and
corresponded to the known values of temperature distribu-
tion maximum in the experiments in [82] of� 1000ÿ1300 �C.

In the planar geometry, the field enhancement coefficient
near sharp edges is noticeably lower than in a 3D geometry;
therefore, the amplitude of voltage pulses for calculations was
taken to be greater than in experiments. Namely, the
trapezoidal voltage pulse shown in Fig. 20 (curve 2) with an
amplitude of 15 kV and a duration of 2.5 s at half-maximum
was supplied to one of the electrodes. The second electrode
was grounded via a 3.3-pF capacitor.

The system of time-dependent differential equations was
solved by the finite element method in a 50-nm� 70-mm
rectangular domain. The domain was divided into triangular
finite elements, theminimal size ofwhichwas set tobe 0.01mm
and themaximal size restricted to 0.1mm. The grid wasmany-
fold finer near the electrodes and in the regions of the
interelectrode space where high gradients were expected. To
improve the temporal convergence of the numerical scheme, a
mechanism of stabilizing the source terms was used that
provided the base level of electron concentration of the order
of 103 cmÿ3 in regions where the concentration of electrons
became less than 0.1 cmÿ1. To solve the time-dependent
problem, the implicit multistep method known as the back-
ward differentiation formula (BDF) was used, the time step in
which was determined automatically based on the absolute
tolerance accepted at the level of 10ÿ6.

The temporal profile of the discharge current had a shape
typical of a sequential capacitance circuit (see Fig. 20): it
attained the maximum value at the leading edge of the voltage
pulse; then the capacitor was charged and the current became
zero; and at the trailing edge the current repeated the same
profile but with negative polarity. The quasistationary voltage

formaintaining a channel discharge is seen to amount to nearly
1.5 kV, and both electrodes acquired a rather high potential
with respect to the ground. The plasma channel gradually
formed with a bend towards the apex of the angle between the
planes of the blades, as occurred in the experiments.

It is interesting that in the absence of a distant grounded
electrode (in this case, the conditions of zero normal
derivatives at the domain boundary were used) no thin jet
(apokamp) from the channel bend is formed at any duration
of channel discharge burning. However, the introduction of
an external electric field into the computational model (in this
case, the potential at the upper boundary of the calculation
domain was set zero) with the mean strength � 2:5 kV cmÿ1

led to the rapid grow of a thin plasma `jet' (apokamp) in the
calculations.

The dynamics and `anatomy' of this process are demon-
strated in Fig. 21, where each of the five columns shows the
spatial distribution of concentration of positive ions, the field
strengthmodulus, and the concentration of free electrons at the
same time of streamer development. It is seen that the electric
field in the thin jet is close to zero because of high electric
conductivity, so that the mechanism of apokamp formation is
associatedwithmoving high potential to the top of the growing
streamer. In the presence of an external field (at the level of
2.5 kV cmÿ1), the field strength attains � 20 kV cmÿ1 at the
top of a high-conductivity thin plasma `sheet'. Such strength is
quite enough for intense impact ionization of gas by free
electrons and fast propulsion of a streamer.

Due to the rapid attachment of free electrons to oxygen
molecules, their concentration is high only where they are
born, that is, at the streamer top. In fact, a `plasma bullet'
forms, observed by high-speed shooting of the discharge
[17, 74, 80, 81, 86], which moves at a speed of 25 km sÿ1 in
the calculation version considered.

As seen from Fig. 21, the internal structure of the growing
`jet' is rather complex: any noticeable concentration of free
electrons which can provide fast ionization multiplication in
the presence of an electric field occurs only at the top of the
streamer. The concentration of free electrons at the base of the
`jet' and in the curved channel decreases monotonically with
time. Most of the `jet' (apokamp) consists of nearly equipo-
tential ion-ion plasma with very few free electrons because of
their rapid attachment to oxygen molecules. Possibly, exactly
because of the very low speed of the apokamp ion-ion plasma
expansion, its small transverse size is preserved in the course of
growth, which ensures a sufficiently high electric field gain
coefficient at the streamer top.

Noteworthy is the good agreement of asymmetric apo-
kamp shapes in the calculation (see Fig. 21) and experiments
(e.g., as in Fig. 6). This is direct evidence of the validity of the
theoretical model, in spite of its two-dimensional geometry
and highly simplified plasmochemistry.

Of course, the two-dimensionality of the model manifested
itself in quantitative discrepancies between the results of
calculations and experimental measurements. So, in the
calculations, the plasma concentration in the jet channel is
more than an order of magnitude lower than in the experi-
ments, the field strength at the top of the growing channel and
the calculated streamer (`plasma bullet') velocity are several
times smaller than observed in experiments and obtained in the
above simplified 3D streamer model. However, these are direct
consequences exactly of the two-dimensionality of the compu-
tational model. Under similar geometrical proportions of the
conducting channel (e.g., the length/diameter ratio), the gain
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coefficient of the field strength at the top of the streamer
channel in the 3D geometry (thin needle) is several times higher
than in the 2D model (thin blade). From here, we see a higher
field at the top and, as a consequence, a faster streamer
propulsion and a higher plasma concentration in a real
channel than in the results of the two-dimensional calculation.

4. Conclusion

Based on the performed electric and optical measurements of
the apokampic discharge parameters, as well as the results of
theoretical modeling, the following brief conclusions can be
made.

(1) The apokampic discharge in the pulse-periodic regime
of burning is a narrow streamer channel growing from the
plasma channel bend with a characteristic velocity of tens of
hundreds of kilometers per second, depending on the applied
voltage, gas type, and pressure.

(2) The necessary conditions for streamer channel growth
are created by a relatively weak (an order of magnitude lower
than for static breakdown) macroscopic electric field arising
between the high-voltage discharge channel and the distant
zero potential of the surrounding region. This low electric
field grows several-fold at the streamer head, providing its
rapid growth at the expense of local gas ionization.

(3) The channel bend causes the local field enhancement
that determines the initial orientation of the germinating
streamer channel. The pulse-frequency regime of the dis-
charge supply reproduces the streamer channel in each
pulse, but the preceding core of ion-ion plasma provides the
reproduction of the channel shape from pulse to pulse.

Based on the results of laboratory modeling, it is possible
to propose the following hypothesis about the mechanism of
blue jet origin. To initiate a blue jet, an increased field strength
is necessary, which is attained at the channel bend in
laboratory discharges and at the ends of lightnings during
thunderstorms. The local heating of the gas medium that
reduces the concentration of particles and the breakdown
voltage also contributes to this process. In the zone of
thundercloud turbulence and lightnings, from where the
blue jets originate, there are also local inhomogeneities of
particle concentration because of pressure variations and
medium heating in lightning channels. It is known that no
metallic electrode is necessary to form a streamerÐ it is
sufficient to produce a dense plasma, from which the electric
field is forced out, causing its local growth.

The authors thank their colleagues V S Kuznetsov,
D S Pechenitsyn, E Kh Baksht, and A G Russkikh for
assistance in the experimental study of apokampic dis-
charge. This paper was written thanks to support within the
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